TYPO3 Core - Task #62038
Deprecate unused/non-unified DocumentTemplate code
2014-10-05 09:31 - Benni Mack

Status: Closed
Priority: Should have
Assignee: Benni Mack
Category: Backend API
Target version: 7.0
TYPO3 Version: 7
PHP Version: 

% Done: 100%

Description
There are certain parts in DocumentTemplate, one of the main rendering classes for the Backend, that are not in use anymore, or can be accessed via the pageRenderer which DocTemplate uses under the hood.

Additionally, certain options, like rendering XHTML or HTML3 in the backend is not needed anymore, as the whole code is targeted to be HTML5 standardized.

The variables
$inDocStyles
$inDocStyles_TBEstyle

are unified within the main inDocStylesArray.

JSCodeLibArray is not in use anymore and deprecated as well. The method menuTable is not in use anymore and also deprecated.

Resolves: #

Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #62345: ElementBrowser output broken

Closed 2014-10-20

Associated revisions
Revision 6171a4b4 - 2014-10-08 22:34 - Benni Mack
[TASK] Deprecate unused/non-unified DocumentTemplate code

There are certain parts in DocumentTemplate - one of the main rendering classes for the Backend - that are not in use anymore or can be accessed via the pageRenderer, which DocTemplate uses under the hood.

Additionally, certain options, like rendering XHTML or HTML3 in the backend, are not needed anymore, as the whole code is targeted to be HTML5 compatible.

The variables
- $inDocStyles
- $inDocStyles_TBEstyle

are unified within the main inDocStylesArray.

JSCodeLibArray is not in use anymore and deprecated as well. The method menuTable is not used anymore and also deprecated.

Releases: master

2020-02-23
Resolves: #62038
Change-id: 1136fb4e58b63d44d048e1b955413bf044be771
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/33167
Reviewed-by: Markus Klein <klein.t3@reelworx.at>
Tested-by: Markus Klein <klein.t3@reelworx.at>
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>

History

#1 - 2014-10-05 09:38 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/33167

#2 - 2014-10-07 23:52 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/33167

#3 - 2014-10-08 21:13 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/33167

#4 - 2014-10-08 23:00 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 6171a4b4187f7313d3d3da8eba7108518f73a7a2be.

#5 - 2017-10-19 21:00 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed